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Introduction
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The Spring Actuated Level Loader is a simple device which

will automatically maintain a load at the ideal height for

manual loading and unloading. If a palletized load is

placed on the unit, the unit gradually rises as boxes or

parts are removed. This automatically maintains the

T h e L e v e l L o a d e r i s a s i m p l e d e v i c e w h i c h

sa fe as poss ib le fo r opera to rs and serv i ce workers . I f

you take a few common-sense precaut ions, you wil l be

able to use the unit safely. However ,the Level Loader is a

powerful unit with moving parts, and is capable of caus-

ing personal in jury i f proper precaut ions are not taken

t h e r e f o r e t h r o u g h o u t t h i s m a n u a l , w e h a v e

identified certain hazards which may occur in the use and

servicing of Spring Actuated Level Loader, and provided appropriate

ins t ruc t i ons o r p recau t i ons wh ich shou ld be taken to

a v o i d t h e s e h a z a r d s . I n s o m e c a s e s , w e h a v e

a l so po in ted ou t t he consequences wh i ch may occu r

i f O u r i n s t r u c t i o n s o r p r e c a u t i o n s a r e n o t

f o l l o w e d . W e u s e t h e f o l l o w i n g s y s t e m o f

ident i fy ing the seventy of the hazards assoc ia ted wi th

top of the load at the correct working height.

The unit may also be used in another way. An empty

Pallet may be placed on the Level Loader. The unit gradually

Lowers as boxes or parts are added. Again, this keeps

the top of the load at the correct height. Complete

pallets may be loaded or unloaded using a fork lift.

Each Level Loader unit includes a steel or stainless steel

s c i s s o r l i f t a n d a t l e a s t o n e l a r g e c o m p r e s -

sion spring. The springs are chosen to match the weight

and height of a fully loaded pallet. Springs are available

fora wide range of weight and height combinations, The

Level Loader also includes a shock absorber (optional on

the stainless steel model). This eliminates any tendency

This manual contains information to help you to learn

about the safe and proper installation, use, and upkeep

of your Level Loader unit. Please be sure that this manual is

available to anyone who uses or services the Level Loader

Level Loader units may be used in a wide variety of

industrial settings. The instructions in this manual are

n o t n e c e s s a r i l y a l l - i n c l u s i v e , a s W e c a n n o t

anticipate all conceivable or unique situations.

Our product warranty is shown on the rear

cover of this manual.

As set forth more specifically in the product warranty,

O u r o b l i g a t i o n u n d e r t h a t w a r r a n t y i s l i m i t e d

to the repair or replacement of defective components,

w h i c h sha l l be the buye r ' s so le remedy, and we

shall not be reliabIe for any loss, injury, or damage to

persons or property, nor for any direct, indirect, or

consequential damage of any kind resulting from the

In the

interest of safety, please read this whole manual

carefully. Be familiar with the contents of this

manual before you install or use the Level Loader

unit. If you are not sure of the proper procedure

to be followed, please call our Products

This instruction manual is

not intended to be or to create any other warranty,

express or implied, including any implied warranty

of merchantability or fitness for a particular

purpose, all of which are hereby expressly excluded.

for the load to bounce on the springs.

unit.

Corporation for more information.

The Spring Actuated Level Loader

DANGER!

WARNING!

CAUTION!

Please read and follow this instruction manual:

including all safety instructions and precautions,

Immediate hazard which will result in

Hazard or unsafe practice which could

result in severe personal injury or death.

Hazard or unsafe practice which could

result in minor personal injury or property

Figure l shows the safety labels on this unit. Please

be sure that all of the labels are in place, and are vis-

able to the machine operators. Never paint over the

labels. If any of the labels are missing, please contact

u s f o r r e p l a c e m e n t s . T h e s a f e t y l a b e l s h e l p

WARNING!

The unit must be installed on a firm, nearly-
level surface. The frame of the unit must
sit firmly on the floor, and the floor must
be Ievel. If the frame is not supported
correctly, stresses may develop in the
frame. The unit may bind or not work
easily. The rotating ring may not rotate
correctly.

Installation Notes

its  product:

carefully and completely.

to protect your workers.

damage.

severe personal injury or death.



After the springs are installed, if the springs
are not seated correctly, or the twist-lock caps
are not tightened, the parts may pop loose
when the unit is used. You may be hurt, or the
load may be damaged.

Level Loader

Fig 1
Safety Labels

. .

WARNING!

Fig 2
Pinch Points

. .

Operation Notes - Manual Use

Never operate the unit if anyone is sitting

Never operate the unit if the load is off-

center. The load may shift, and you may

be injured. This can also damage the

As the unit moves, keep away from the

"pinch points" where metal parts meet.

Keep the area around the unit clean. Do

not allow any dirt, debris, spilled oil, or

excess grease to collect. These materials

may cause you to slip while the unit is

Stay clear of the rotating ring when it

is moving. As the pallet turns, a part

of the load may rotate around and hit

you. Never turn the load when anyone

or riding on the rotating ring.

unit.

See Fig. 2.

operating, and you may be injured.

is standing beside the unit.

WARNING!

WARNING!

WARNING!

WARNING!

WARNING!
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Do not try to use this unit with damaged or

broken p:allets. Broken pallets may have

boards or nails which hang down below

the main part of the pallet. As the pallet is

turned, these boards or nails may catch on

the frame of the unit. This can cause the

pallet to stop turning suddenly, causing

You may be injured, and the unit may be

damaged. The boards or nails on the

bottom of the pallet should not extend

down more than l/8 inch.

WARNING!

the load to shift.

When loading using a fork lift or stacker -

When adding a load to the unit, lower the
forks   completely   before   removing   the
fork lift. The pallet must be completely
supported by the Level Loader. If you do not
do this, the load may be dropped when
you remove the fork lift. The unit or the

Operation Notes - Use with Fork Lift or
Stacker

You must take some special precautions when using a
fork lift or stacker with the unit:

WARNING!

load may be damaged, or you may be hurt.

Figure 7 shows the correct way to load

When removing a load from the unit, lift the

load clear of the Level Loader before backing

out the fork lift. If you do not do this, the

top of the unit may jump up when you

remove the fork lift. The unit or the load

may be damaged, or you may be hurt.

Figure 8 shows the correct way to unload

Do not move the Level Loader while it is loaded.

This will damage the base frame of the

unit. The pockets on the base frame are

designed to support an unloaded Level Loader,

they cannot support any extra weight.

When unloading using a fork lift or stacker

using a fork lift.

using a fork lift.

When moving the Level Loader-

WARNING!

Specifications

Load capacity

Load size

Width (base frame)

Compressed height

Extended height

Rotating ring, outside diameter

Rotating ring, inside diameter

Net weight

..................................................................

........................................................................

Length (base frame)   ......................................................

........................................................

.........................................................

.............................................................

........................................

...........................................

......................................................................

400 to 4400 lbs

50" wide x 50" long x 72" high (max.)

36 inches

36        inches

9       inches

27      inches

43      inches

40      inches

380 lbs., with (3) springs installed

1/4
3/4

1/2
3/4
5/8
5/8
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Installation   Instructions
Unpacking the Level Loader

1. Before you start to install the unit, check for local

codes and ord inances wh ich may app ly. I t i s your

responsibility to obtain any necessary permits.

2.    Please read all of these instructions carefully. Be

sure to read and understand all of the warnings.

3.     Inspect the shipping pallet carefully for any damage

which may nave effected the unit. l f you see signs of

damage, tel l the trucker. Also make a note of this on

the shipping papers which you are asked to sign

4.     Choose the place where you want to use the unit.  It

is very important that the Level Loader be set up on a smooth

and flat surface. Check the. floor surface carefully and

make sure that it is free of all loose debris and dirt.

Using optional adjustable feet, the unit can compensate

for a slightly sloping floor (1:25), but the surface must

be smooth and solid.

The unit must be installed on a smooth

flat surface.If the floor is not flat, this can

create stresses in the frame of the unit.

The unit may not work properly, or parts of

the unit may wear more qu\ckty than they

should. You may be hurt or the load may

be damaged.

CAUTION!

1 Fill in the weight of a fully loaded pallet here:.

2 Fill in the height of a fully loaded pallet here:.
(Do not guess.  Measure a loaded pallet. including the height of the pallet)

3.       Using the chart below select the correct Level Loader range:,

Weight of a Loaded Pallet (load & pallet) lbs.

(Do not guess. Get actual weight or have a pallet weighed)1

1

0-
400#

400-
800#

800
1200#

1200-
1600#

1600-
2000#

2000-
2400#

2400-
2800#

2800-
3200#

3200-
0#

0-
4000#

4000-
4500#

58-60''

56-58''

54-56''

52-54''

50-52''

48-50''

46-48''

44-46''

42-44''

40-42''

38-40''

36-38''

34-36''

32-34''

30-32'

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Table  1

Caution Level Loader: springs are precisely calibrated and will work best within the load weight and height ranges selected. Selection
based on higher or lower than actual weight will result in restricted raising or lowering capability. Should pallet weight or height
weight requirements dramatically change, Level Loader can be adapted in the field at any time by simply changing the sprig combination

Range l  - level loader  with orange spring
Range 2 - with orange & gray spring
Range 3 - with orange & purple spring
Range 4 - with orange, gray & purple spring

Table 1 - Spring selection chart

level loader
level loader
level loader
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You will need two adjustable wrenches to install the feet. Each foot has a large threaded shaft which fits

through one of the large holes in the base frame of the unit.

There are two nuts for each shaft.  When each foot is installed, the threaded shaft should include one nut below

the base frame and one nut above it. The two nuts are used to clamp against the base frame. The third nut is

used to lock the adjustment.

Adjust each of the feet until the frame of the unit is level. All four of the feet must touch the floor. Once the

settings are correct, tighten two of the nuts against the base frame. The third nut (above the base frame) is used

to lock the setting. Tighten this nut down against the nut below it.

Installing the Optional Adjustable Feet

5.    Position the Level Loader beside the point where the

6. Remove the banding which secures the unit to the

pallet. Remove all packing material. Shift the unit to

t h e f l o o r. S u p p o r t t h e b a s e a s y o u d o t h i s .

7. Check to see that the frame of the unit is sitting

firmly on the floor. Try to move or rock tho frame of

the unit. The base frame should be stable, and should

not move. Check to see that the base frame is level.

(If any part of the frame is more than 1/2'’ out of level in

relation to any other part, you must install the optional

adjustable feet to level the unit. See the instructions

8. Remove the springs and lay them out on the floor.

unit will be set up.
1. The Level Loader will always have at least one

spring. This spring has an orange mark, and is larger

in diameter than the others. This large orange spring

is always placed in the front of the unit. Figure 3 shows

The frame of the unit can handle loads of up t0 4500

lbs. In order to adapt the unit for different pallet loads,

the springs are changed. The springs are chosen to

match the weight and height of a fully loaded pallet. A

Each time the pallet weight or pallet height is changed,

the springs may also need to be changed. Table l on

page 7 show how the springs are selected.

Setting up and Installing the Springs

the position of the first spring.

unit may have one to three springs.

Fig. 3 0range Spring Installed

below.)
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4.    With the help of an assistant, lift the top frame until it hits the upper latch stops

Fig.4

Fig.5

Fig.6

2. The unit is shipped without springs installed. The installation of the first spring (orange) requires two
people. Lift off rotating ring and both yellow bayonets. Set them aside, they will be installed later.

3. The shock absorber is attached to the top frame of the unit with a pivot pin, and this is held in place by a linch
pin. The pivot pint is used to hold the table frame in the raised position. Take a look at the mechanism and note
the positions of the parts.  Remove the linch pin and remove the pivot pin.  Lay the free end of the shock absorber
down.

8      OWNER'S MANUAL



5.      While holding both latches up and lift the top frame pass the latches until it is at its full, upper most position.
Have the assistant hold the weight and insert the pivot pin in the hole in the base frame. See Fig. 8. With the
Level Loader in this full upper most position the orange spring can be installed.

Fig.7

Fig.8

Fig.9

Alignment Tab

6.      Insert either end of the large orange spring into the lower pocket. Be sure the bottom spring coil is positioned
outside the alignment tab as shown.
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7.    Grasp the spring by the second or third coil down from the top (do not grasp the top coil or rung) and push
the spring down and under the edge of the top frame.

8.    While pushing down to compress spring push it forward into the pocket up under the top frame. [t will "snap"
into position when completely in the pocket.

Fig.10

Fig.11

Fig.12 Fig.13

CORRECT
Fully inserted into pocket

INCORRECT
Spring NOT fully inserted into pocket
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7.    Remove the shock absorber pivot pin Push down on top frame until latches engage Both latches
will drop into place

. .(
).

8.    Reinstall the shock absorber pivot pin and linchpin.

Fig.14

Fig.15
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Fig.16 Fig.17

11. Install additional springs as needed
through the bayonet openings. Reinsert the
yellow bayonets and twist to lock them in place.

12.   Reinstall the rotator ring

13.  Figure 4 shows the position of additional springs if needed. Double-check to be sure you have the correct
springs. Refer to Table l on page 7 and see that you have the correct springs for your application.

Before using the unit, do a safety check. Be sure that each of the spring bayonet
caps is in place and rotated to their locked position. Check the top and bottom of
each spring to be sure it is seated correctly. Check the linchpin at the top of the
shock absorber. These checks are very important.

The Level Loader  is now ready for use!

Front= roller end of legs
Rear= hinge end of legs

Fig. 18
Spring Mounting Positions

Range #1

Rear

Range #3 Range #4Range #2

Fron

Orange

spring

Grey

spnng

Orange

spring

Rear

Purple

spring

Oranae

spring

Rear

Purple

spring

Orange

and Grey

springs

Rear

Fron Fron Fron
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Operating Instructions

Add boxes or parts until the pallet is full.  Load the pallet

in layers. Use the rotating ring to position the pallet to

eliminate walking around. The unit will gradually lower

the pallet until it reaches the bottom.  See Fig. 19.

Rotate the pallet load.  Never place
your hands on the rotator ring. You
may be hurt.

Fig. 19
Loading Manually

Removing Loads Manually

Remove boxes or parts until the pallet is empty.  Unload

the pallet in layers.  Use the rotating ring to position the

pallet to eliminate walking around. The unit wi l l g radu-

ally raise the pallet. See Fig. 20.

Fig. 20
Unloading Manually

1.   Do not use this unit with a load greater than the

rated load. This includes the weight of the payload and

the weight of the pallet. Table l on page 7 shows how

to be sure you have the correct spring combination for

2.    Never push the load off of the side of the unit,  lf

you do this, the frame of the unit may Jump upward.

3.     Never use the unit when anyone is sitting or riding

4.    Do not try to use this unit with damaged or broken

pallets.  Broken pallets may have boards or nails which

hang down below the main part of the pallet. As the

pallet is turned, these boards or nails may catch on the

frame. The pallet may stop turning suddenly and this

can cause the load to shift. You may be injured and

the unit may be damaged.  If the boards or nails on the

bottom of the pallet extend down more than '/8 inch,

they will interfere with the turning action.

5.   Stay clear of the rotating ring when it is moving.

As the pallet turns, a part of the Ioad may rotate around

and hit you.

6.    Keep the area around the unit clean. Do not allow

any dirt, debris, spilled oil, or excess grease to collect.

These materials may cause you to slip while the unit is

operating and you may be injured.

1. Place the load on the lift, then lower the fork lift.

Before removing the load, be sure the unit is carrying

the weight, not the fork lift.  See Fig. 21.

Lower the load until the springs on the Level Loader

are fully compressed.

Be sure the forks on the lift are clear of the inside

of the pallet.

CAUTION!

Loading Manually

Operating Safety - Manual Use

your application.

lf you skip these steps, the load may drop

suddenly when you remove the fork lift.

You may be hurt or the unit or load may

Never drop the load on the rotating ring. If

you do this while the rotating ring is mov-

ing, the load may shift. You may be injured

or the unit may be damaged. If you drop

the load while the rotating ring is stopped,

the unit may be damaged.

Loading with a Fork Lift

be damaged.

WARNIGN!

WARNIGN!

on the rotating ring.
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Fig. 21
Loading with a Fork Lift

2.    Be sure the load is centered on the unit.

lf the load is off-center, it may shift when
the rotating ring is turned. You may be hurt
or the unit or load may be damaged.

WARNING!

1 .     Insert the forks fully into the pallet, and lift the pallet
straight up and clear of the top of the unit.  See Fig. 22.

Unloading with a Fork Lift

Raise the pallet until the springs on the Pallet

are fully extended.

Be sure the pallet clears the top of the rotating

ring before you move the fork lift.

If you skip these steps, the unit may jump
up suddenly when you remove the pallet.
You may be hurt or the unit or load may
be damaged.

Fig. 22
Unloading with a Fork Lift

Moving the Level Loader

CAUTION!

Do not move the Level Loader while it is loaded.
This will damage the base frame of the unit.
The pockets on the bass frame are designed
to support an unloaded Level Loader, but cannot
support any extra weight.

1.Remove any load from the t of the Level Loader
2 Insert the forks into the pockets in the base
frame See Fig 23

.
.

. . .

op

Fig. 23
Moving the Level Loader

Maintenance

Routine Periodic Maintenance

Check for loose hardware and signs of excessive

wear. On the models where the shock absorber

Check to be sure that the unit is placed on a firm

level surface.   If the optional feet are installed,  be

sure that all four feet are touching the floor and

Every 90 days -

are locked in position.

is used, check for signs of leakage.
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Troubleshooting

Problem

The unit lowers too easily (too
early).

The unit does not lower
enough (too late).

The top of the unit rotates
away from you.

Possible Cause

The spring combination may be too
weak for the load.

The spring combination may be too
Strong for the load.

The frame of the unit may not be level.

The top of the unit bounces.

Excessive "rumble" when the
ring rotates

Wear or metal flaking from un-
derside of rotating ring.

Wear or lack of Iubrication to bearings
under rotating ring.

Normal condition caused by work-hard-
ening of metal.

Check This

Check the spring ratings.
See Table 1 on page 6.

Check the spring ratings.
See Table 1 on page 6.

Move the unit to a level sur-
face or install the optional
adjusting feet.

Check for leaks or dents.
Replace if damaged.

Remove turntable, lubricate
or replace bearings.

No repair necessary. This
will stop once the rotator ring
wears in.

Troubleshooting Check List

The shock absorber may be damaged.
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